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BENNETT LECTURES
Dr. Peirce Visits
IN PIIILO HALL
Eastern Alumni
Byrd's

January
gave a lecture

Floyd Bennett
on the Byrd flight to
the North Pole. An extensive introduction of the noteworthy attempts to
reach that much sought for goal preceded his account of the latest feat.
In ll.'lo. Franklin made an unsuc-cesfu- l
try for the Pole. Then it was
again attempted by Major Greeley in
lsSl. but of the original twenty-sevemen only six icturned from the futile
Peary was finally successful
effort.
On

Basketball Captain Van Epps

Rev. Lewis J. Bailey

Offered Chaplaincy
ACCEPTANCE

PENDING

There is considerable hope that the
post of Chaplain of the College and Rector of Gambier parish
will shortly be filled. The board of
trustees recently extended an invitation to the Rev. Lewis J. Bailey, now
rector of the Episcopal church at Menominee, Michigan.
Mr. Bailey is a
Kenyon
man,
having been graduated in 1921, at which time he went
on to the General Theological Seminary. Following his ordination, he was
placed in the diocese of Marquette,
which is in charge of Bishop Robt. L.
Harris,
to past and present Kenyon students and members of
the board of trustees.
Mr. Bailey's
first parish was at
long-vaca-

nt

well-know-

n

Crystal Falls, Michigan, from whence
he was transferred to Menominee.
In connection
with his invitation,
Mr. Bailey recently paid a visit to the
Hill. He has not, as yet, made anj
definite decision, but it is universally
hoped that when it is made it will be
a favorable one. Mr. Bailey is a young
man, and that point alone should make
a strong appeal to the student body.
In the event that his decision is favorable, the board of trustees have agreed
to wait, if necessary, until May or
June in order to enable him to
make arrangements at his present
parish.
--

Senior Class of Harcourt
Entertains at Tea
On Monday, January 24, the Senior
Class of Harcourt School held another
of its periodical
which
always prove such enjoyable and welcome interludes in the prosaic course
of college life. Miss Sally Copeland, as
president of the class, presided, an !,
to use the time-wor- n
phrase, a good
time was had by all.
the-dansant- s,

Accompanied

1909.
As early

as 1905 the first attempt
was made to fly over the Polar sea.
This was followed by Andre's gallant
gesture of drifting northward in a balStill other trials were made
loon.
later in dirigibles, hut all were unsuccessful.
Amundsen in 1925 came within one
hundred and fifty miles of the Pole
days. The same
alter twenty-fouear Byrd and Bennett made their
first attempt, which was unsuccessful
because of insufficient cruising radius.
La.1 1 April 5, the same two men set
out for Spitsbergen equipped with a
giant Fokker plane carrying three
600 H. P. White motors. 615 gallons of
American gasoline, and an abundance
of supplies.
The picture which followed the talk showed the difficulties
of the venture as no words could describe it.
On Mav ,S, when everything was in
was made.
readiness, the first take-of- f
At the end of the long runway, the
plane careened into a bank of snow.
The runner was smashed, which caused a delay of one day for repairs. At
midnight of May 9, they got off to a fine
start and hail good prospects for a
successful trip. A leak in the starboard
motor developed at the beginning of
the seventh hour on the wing. After a
consultation of the doctors, it was decided to continue, and, if necessary, to
resort to the two remaining motors to
carry on. The goal was readied at the
end of nine hours and three minutes
flying time.
They stayed only long
r

Continued on Page Ten

Choir Sinus in 31 1. Vernon.
Delightful Supper Served
The Kenyon college choir sang thj
vesper service and a program of anthems in St. Paul's church, Mount
Vernon, Sunday afternoon, January
23. This was the first of a series of
choir trips planned by Charles C.
Riker, Jr., organist and diiector.
Russel Margate and Howard Rusk
gave the solos for the various numbers which were presented.
Following the service, the choir
were the guests of the women of the
church at a supper in the dining room
of the parish house.
The next trip will be made in conjunction with the glee club, March
12, when they will go to Painesville
and Ashtabula.

by Phil Hummel, Alumni

Secretary

10, Mr.

n

in

Associations

Pilot Arrives After Postponement of First Engagement

The President and Philip Hummel
his assistant anil resident secretary of the Alumni Council, are in the
East attending a series of Kenyon affairs.
Mr. Hummell, leaving first was to
spend a day at Amherst College with
Mr. Hummell, leaving first, was to
exceedingly successful Council to discuss such matters as office systems,
methods of best engaging the interest of all alumni in college affairs,
alumni bulletins, etc., then proceed to
New York to attend the meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Council
at the University Club under the chairmanship of Earl D. Babst, '93.
On Monday, January 31st, Dr. Peirce
arrived in New York as the guest o"
Thomas J. Goddard, '03, to attend and
speak at the Annual Dinner of the
Alumni Association of the East, of
which Wilbur L. Cummings, '02 is president.
Both will be present at the
Dinner of the Philadelphia Association
on February 2nd, guests of Matthew F.
Maury. '04. president of that body as
'well as the Council. Meetings and
conl ronces will occupy the remainder
of that, week, when Dr. Peirce will join
Hon. Albert Douglas, '72, in Wash
ington to be the guest of honor at the
dinner meeting of the Washington
gro'-pThe following day he will be
rejoined by Hummel in Pittsburg for
the meeting of that body under the
'23.

I

I

j

.

presidency

of L. H.

Burnett,

'96.

Detailed plans for these various dinners are not known in advance but undoubtedly they will be the usual spirited Kenyon gatherings looked forward
to by all, with other speakers of in-

terest.
New York. Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh are centers of Kenyon population, and while there are only about
twenty-fivAlumni in Washington,
they have made a great point of their
The President alannual occasion.
ways talks delightfully about Kenyon's
character as a. College, her current
needs and policies, and special events,
and Mr. Hummel will speak briefly on
more informal matters of Alumni
e

MISS HICKIN ILL
Librarian Succumbs to Grippe
Much to the regret of the students
of the college, it has been learned
that the librarian. Miss Hickin, has
been confined to her home, as the
result of an attack of grippe. It is
hoped by all that Miss Hickin will
be restored to health soon and that
she will be able to resume her duties at the library again.
During the illness of Miss Hickin,
the college has been fortunate in
having secured Mrs. Reddit, wife
of Dr. Reddit of the Mathematics department, to substitute in the

JiidKe

I.

I.. Rockwell

Kent Normal
Lihrary Named For
Kenyon Man
Alumni are sure to be interested in
the announcement made recently by
the Kent State Normal College, Kent,
to the effect that their new library is
to be called the David Ladd Rockwell
Library alter the
Cleveland
well-know-

n

barrister.
J ilge Rockwell attended Kenyon as
a member of the class of 1901, abandoning his undergraduate course to study
Law, and has always been a particularly loyal and active member of the
Alumni body. For several years he
has been associated with the Kent institution as chairman of its Board of
Trustees, but this new distinction
arises from the fact that sixteen years
ago he won Kent's claim for the college site by his presentation of the
case to the State Commission, a difficult light.
The use of his name for
the new Library, which will cost
$300.0110 and form a monumental center in the architectural group, is intended to commemorate the event, and
acknowledge
the living gratitude of
the College for his service.

For several years Judge Rockwell
was a noteworthy figure in political
circles; at twenty-onhe was elected
Mayor of Kent, and Judge of the Probate Court of Portage County at twenty-four,
records most unusual in any
but the smallest and most obscure
community.
A few years ago he settled in Cleveland and became very
prominent in the practice of law, but
calls a country place at Ravenna his
permanent home.
In 1924 Judge Rockwell's name became very well known as campaign
manager for William Gibbs McAdoo
in his historic effort to secure the Democratic nomination to the Presidency.
e
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. V. ,

intrt "T- Wiah
Dante placed over mespirueu n rayum, i
ye
sugar three
hope
all
rum
t
and
of
"Abandon
bottle
a
had
gates
Hell:
who enter here." As our party of fifty hundred pound" and had them all
was ushered through the,
g a c()11
whQ
halls and rooms of the University ot education is a waste of time?
Leyden, those words "Lasciate sperThis is the second and concluding
If some of you think that Monsieur
anza caugnt my eye anu uiuse ui my Benitot was inventing verses to i.a
article which Dr. Raymond D.
mat reminds me
companions.
has written tor the "Collegian."
he perpertrated them
' Madelon? when
We wish to thank Dr. Cahall for Kenyon," said I. "Why, we have that upon ug gome yearg ag() ag an exchange
mu iotiident vnu
exclaimed one 01 my colleagues
these most interesting articles.
are mistaken. The French
then another and another, until six'
& minion vergeg tQ M their folk
had claimed the student prank. "But and popular songs as we can testify,
never done so artistically," we all because we listened to them for a
stern
of
what
Did you ever realize
scroll was flanked
period of tour hours during a long ride
stuff Mediaeval saints were made? Not agreed, because the
sketches of through the Alps. The route from
by
charcoal
side
on
either
well.
as
physical
but
moral stuff alone
carrying off a
Martigny to Chamounix ascends three
Pursue one of them to his ancient re- the successful student
diploma and of the unsuccessful one
places
rocky
among
up
the
high
treat
feet and runs precariously up
thousand
and scratches his head and on
edge of the Trient river gorge,
of the earth and it will test your power who sits
the
happened.
Within the
of limb and length of wind. At least wonders how it
sometimes on terra firma and somer
and
drinking
faucet
room
a
grotto
the
sought
I
when
I found it so
times on lofty trestles. As the pater
basin behind the professor's rosin the Sabine Mountains to which St.
familias looked down dizzily out of
into some of
Benedict climbed to escape his "most trum were transformed
the car window at the silver ribbon
a terrible ogre preof mountain torrent so far beneath, a
intimate enemies" and save his soul. the features of
sumably the professor. The plaster
One mounts the course of the blue
sense of the uncertainty of human life
of the hall and stairway were and an unpleasant feeling in the pit of
walls
castlelcrowned
Anio, past Subiaco's
with sketches
summit, past Nero's triple lakes and similarly ornamented
the stomach occasionally interrupted
and kept
periods
dating
from
different
of
and
stations
past
monasteries
villa,
the pure enjoyment of the glorious
by careful retouching, and scenerySuch trifles by no means
the cross, until the Anio appears a dis- distinct
graduates with
tant thread, up, up, a full hour's pre- representing hilarious
the party of French Swiss
disturbed
dogs rushing into the
cipitous climb until at last the gates pet bears and
who were going into France for a
doting parents, mars cheap week-enfrolic with the exand friendly shade of San Benedetto arms of their
upon the Leyden
give their reward. The view is pay and Minerva (sitting
all in their favor. They doubtchange
stuenough, but the holy place II Sagro bear "couchant") tempting the
had been on that lurching electric
ways of life, clever rep- less
Speco is worth it many times. There dent to onosite
before and knew that it never
train
Industria, Law
really
the rails. At any rate they
stands an accumulation of chapels,; resentations of Veritas,
aspiring candi- laughedleft
frescoes, bones, and traditional ob- and Medicine, and the
and ate and fed the young
dramatically
jects of devoted pilgrim's homage. As date for a higher degree
Cahalls chocolate and sang sang the
sustaining his thesis before bored or gamut of French songs from "Marl-brucI stood in that quaint lower chapel and
va s'en guerre" to "la Marseilwatched a company of pilgrims mount sleeping professors.
The comical long peaked hats of laise" and then began on the German.
on clumping knees the stairs below, repeating prayers between each clump, the students of the University of Rome "Mon dieu! J'ai perdu ma valise," inter
and reach the cave and kiss the rock (caricatures of the Knight Templar rupted a young man whose tiny suit
Bene- shape) reminded me of our Freshmen case had danced out of the window as
against which the storm-tossedict had pressed his body fourteen hun- caps, except that they do not mark the car lurched; and trouble straightdred years ago, I felt I stood on holy Freshmen but indicate by their color way descended upon the warblers. Volground.
Nor was I minded to smile under what faculty the student is spe- uble appeal to the conductor, to the
at any tale a naive monk related. The cializing black for political science, motor man followed, protracted conpilgrims and the spot seemed to me red for law, green for engineering, etc. sultations and yet the young man's
to retain much of the spirit I had I shall never forget the riot two hun pajamas and toothbrush appeared to
glimpsed from ancient books; and as dred students on vacation from Rome have eluded all efforts and to have
I left the crooning strident voices of caused at the grand naval and mili- successful made their escape when
Italian peasant boys and women sing- tary review in Venice last spring when the train slowed down in Chamounix.
ing some Catholic hymn but confirmed they passed the High Command's re
"I was trying to tell the boys the
my impression of the holy mountain. viewing stand with goose step, heads other night about that Bossons Glacier
Few who have read the gentle St. to right, and bellowing II Fascismo. In business, but Oates McCormick asked
Francis' Apostrophe to the Sun or his Grenoble we witnessed the jollification too many questions. Send me more
Ode to Poverty would think him made of those seniors who had passed their information about the big freeze, but
They
of equally stern stuff as Benedict, but exams.
and sang tut! tut!
don't worry your poor
high up above Assisi at Subasio are their way through the "Grande Place" mamma with any more such tales."
living testimonies to his hardihood. with perfect abandon apparently not This was my brother's comeback to a
One day I missed my way while seek- too sophisticated to play the school- rather meager account of family ading them and found after a long delay boy with evident enjoyment. In Car- ventures on Alpine glaciers. About
goatherd, who set me cassonne a Kenyon memory stood me Chamounix in the French Alps such
a raucous-voiceright. By this time I was bathed in in good stead. I sat in the shade out- expeditions are no great stunts as the
perspiration and breathing hard, and side the walls of the "Cite" engaged glaciers advance far into the valley
hardly had calmed down before I in identifying the towers described in that of Argentiere driving its moraine
s
great book, when a of rocks within stone's throw of the
reached the tinv convent. At first the
Franciscan friar refused to speak any crowd of little girls came through the railway. The Glacier des Boissons is
thing but Latin but later dropped the gate and ran madly down the steep for seVeral reasons the best of the
jest and showed me Francis' bed of cobbled descent. One of them fell al- Chaumonix glaciers, although rarely
rock, his rocky altar and the rocky most at my feet and I picked her up visited by the hasty traveler. At least
caves into which he and Brother Bern- and diverted her mind from a bleeding we preferred it to the Mer de Glace.
ard crept to mortify the flesh when knee with barbarious French. Soon It is glistening white and unspoiled by
they began to feel too much apprecia I had the little witches singing the the dust of neighboring rock and soil.
tion of comfort. One does not have to Marseillaise although they could hardly It represents the union of three glacfollow St. Francis on the much more get through it for laughing. "You must iers sliding down from the Mt. Blanc
arduous pilgrimage to La Verna, where be English." they shrewdly surmised range and the pressure from above
that passionate lover of Our Lord is from my rakish panama. "Why?" I upon the lower glacier has caused the
said to have received the imprint of his asked. "Because you are so nice" came ice to buckle a hundred feet into the
wounds (the Stigmata.) in order to the quick response with low bows and air. It was just below this distorted
understand why he apologized on his derisive shrieks of lauhter. "No, I am and formidable mass of ice that we
premature deathbed to "brother Ass American."
"Oh, no, monsieur, that crossed with woolen socks over our
the body" for having unduly neglected is impossible. You are too nice." "Who shoes to prevent slipping, and with a
it. But no more of saints, has been poisoning your mind against guide chipping steps occasionaly for
and
attractive as they are to me, lest some America." I said, "because it is a chil- us to advance. The presence of fisbe bored.
dren's paradise " "America is rich at sures beautful in blueish green colors
Rather let me recall occasions while least," they answered. "Sing me my but apparently bottomless diverted us
abroad which took me back to life at favorite song "Au clair de la lune" a bit from an absorbing inspection of
Kenyon. Several years ago some stu- and I will sing one of ours," said I to the ice field, and it was with a sense
dent who had gotten far enough in change the subject. They unexpected' of relief that we reached the farther
Italian to read the Divine Comedy In ly fulfilled their part of the contract moraine and climbed for a cool walk
the original marked over the door of and suddenly confronted with the ne
the German Room in Ascension the cessity of roaring something with as
Continued on Page Eight
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Johnston & Murphy

of

cap-professo- rs

SHOES
$11.00 and $11.50

-

Ca-ha- ll

WALK-OVE-
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SHOES

$6.50 and $8.50

Laundry Bags and Repairing

L. H. JACOBS
Gambier, Ohio

semi-circula-

HOME COOKING

-

d

Gambier's Better
Eating House

h

VERNON'S

d

snake-dance-

d

S.

R. DOOLITTLE

General
Merchandise
Student's Supplies
Felber's Cakes and Crackers,
Fancy Chocolates
Kenvon Views
Gambier, Ohio
Chase Ave.

THE PEOPLE'S

d

BANK
Gambier, Ohio

Viollet-le-Duc'-

il-treat-

AIM is to extend every
courtesy consistent with GOOD
BANKING, and to give all our
such
customers
LIBERAL
TREATMENT that they will continue to do business with us.

OUR

ed

Interest

Paid on Time Deposits

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilson, '18, "Kenyon Barber and Radio Agent" are open
to congratulations on the birth of a
son on January 27th. The name
Kent" might suit him if he is at
all noisy.
"At-wat-

er

THE KENTON
The United Shoe Repairing Company's

been said that Dr. Waterhouse
has been seriously considering the
monastic life.
It is a shame that even ihe most
highly developed mechanisms are not
infallible. During one of his little jaunts
a week or two ago, Mr. Evans attained
such a terrific speed that the steering
gear failed to function, its parts being
fused by the heat generated at such
Ohio an unbelievable pace. The inevitable
result was a turnover from which our
noted exponent of speed and more
speed was very fortunately spared serious injury. It is to be hoped that
this temporary setback will not discourage Mr. Evans in his great work
and The Collegian, in behalf of the
students, wishes to extend its sincere
sympathy and hearty good will to our
beloved instructor in his hour of

GARBER

West of Vine Theater on
South Mulberry Street
Mt. Vernon,
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even

experts, after repeated tests, awarded
this shop the
OFFICIAL AWARD OF MERIT
It remains here just as long as our
work meets their high standards.

M.

COLLEGIAN

FRANK I , YOUNG, JEWELER
Victor Records

Fountain Pens
Watch Repairing
Optical Service
South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Complete
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SHOE REPAIRING

THE BAKERY

LUMAN VERNON
Closed Car Taxi

Good Things To Eat

Service at All Times

Professor Evans Victim
of Law of Gravity Mrs. West Suffers
Broken Wrist
"Yellow Peril" Upsets Near Bexley

During the course of the last few
years, the motor-maworld has
the performances of many
"speed demons." These gentlemen of the speedways have gathered
unto themselves much credit for their
iron nerve, their skillful handling of
an automobile travelling at a terrific
rate, and the cool fashion in which
they deport themselves while en countering extreme personal danger.
But these daring adventurers have
all known conveniences at their disposal;
smooth,
brick tracks with
banked curves, cars of the finest possible construction .built especially for
,
motors of watch-likthe
delicacy and precision, not to mention
the corps of skilled mechanics in the
pits, ready to lend instant aid in case
In spite of these treof necessity.
mendous advantages, it remains for
Harcourt Parish to discover and proclaim to the world the genius of a man
of such remarkable parts that he is
able to equal, yea, even to put to
shame, the performances of our much
lauded and more widely known speed
kings. And all this under conditions
so unfavorable as to discourage a less
dauntless and intrepid adventurer.
When Mr. Evans first came to the
Hill, we perceived in him a man of
culture and refinement, a scholarly
gentleman of a retiring disposition.
None of us, even the most keen, suspected that here was a man whose
name would some day make the welkin
ring with the sound of his praises,
praises earned in quite a different
field of endeavor than literature.
However, Mr. Evans is a modest man
in spite of his heroic qualities. It was
several months after his arrival in
Gambier that he surreptitiously introduced the mechanistic marvel by
means of which he was to make his
name known in the remote corners of
the earth. Even then, the learned professor was not ready to divulge the
true nature of the monster which he
had brought into our midst, and drove
it around disguised as an oyster wagon.
Little by little, however, he learned
the nature of the country, and, in spite
of the rough roads and poor conditions
for driving in Gambier, he has since
wit-nese- d

d

so-call- ed

race-track-

e

terrorized the surrounding country
with his daring escapades and the
breakneck pace at which he pilots his
racer.
His feats of skill and speed
have been noised about and it has been
rumored that they have created much
dissension among the various gentlemen of the faculty who take much
pride in their automobiles. It has

Mr. Ashford

a

Great Comfort to Her

j

Cigars

Cigarettes

I

and Tobaccos

Jewell's Ice Cream
Geo Evans

f

Mert Jacobs

J

Cigarettes

I

Kenyon stuuents and alumni alike uiniiiiiiiiniiiii:ii!iiiiiiiini:iiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiii
will join in the general regret at the
the news that, during the Christmas iiiniiiiiiinininiiiiiiiiiiniiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
vacation, Mrs. Henry T. West met with
an accident which resulted in the
breaking of her wrist. Dr. and Mrs.

M. HYMAN

West were visiting their daughter in
Rochester, N. Y. at the time, and a
fall on the slippery streets caused the
fracture. We are glad to report that
the wrist is progressing favorably, although it will be necessary to keep it
in a plaster-cafor another two weeks.

Cigars
Smoking Supplies

j

s

weeks.
The chief inconvenience suffered by
the patient appears to be in connection with playing bridge it will be
agreed that playing bridge
would cause considerable annoyance!
However, necessity is ever the mother
of invention, and this handicap has
been overcome by the ingenuity of
Professor Ashford, who has designed
an effective "holder" for the cards.
Like all other great inventions, it is
simplicity itself. It is nothing more
than the lid of a cardboard box with
small rectangular pieces cut on three
sides and bent out so as to form little
shelves or ledges behind which the
cards may be placed and held. The
turned up edges of the lid form effective protection from the other players'
v
With this device, Mrs. West is
Sim able to find life bearable.
We sincerely hope that Mrs. West's
recovery will be speedy and thorough,
following which we suggest that Professor Ashford immediately apply for
a patent on his device and promote
a company for its distribution and
sale.
one-hande-

The

Ice Cream
Health and strength come from the liberal use of
dairy products.
In proportion to the food value contained, dairy
products are the lowest priced foods.

JEWELL ICE CREAM and. MILK CO.

j

Mount Vernon, Ohio
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MARDIS MUSIC STORE

I

Home of Victor and Brunswick

sincerely sympathe family of Mrs. Frank

Vernon, who died in Gambier

Butter

Milk

"Collegian,"
wTith

.Mount Vernon, Ohio

d

.

thizes

South Main Street

in

ALWAYS THE LATEST RECORDS

"Say It with
Flowers"

West Side Public Square

Mount Vernon, Ohio
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RCA

Radiola

from

MT. VERNON RADIO CO.

SHARP'S

Service and Accessories for all makes

FLOWER STORE
Phone 805
Mt. Vernon. Ohio

1
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Phone 991 Red
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Not at once can the
and will arise.
inherent opposition of the schoolboy
Founded in 1855
be supto his master and
Published MONTHLY during t lie collegiate planted by a Utopian condition of the
voar liv the stud en Is nf Ken yon College.
lion lying down with the lamb. But
of the Ohio College Press Associu
the instance, a few weeks ago, of facultion
It
ty cooperation is most encouraging.
surely indicates that, when students
ROBERT X. D. ARNDT, '27
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National Student
Federation
In the early part ot December, two
hundred and forty five delegates, mostly student government officers, student
newspaper editors, and other campus
leaders, convened at Ann Arbor, Michigan, for the second annual congress
of the National Student Federation
They had come to discuss the students
part in the higher educational system
of America with such eminent professors as Dr. Alexander Meikeljohn, Dr.
Duggan, President MacCracken and
President Little of Michigan. It failed,
as a convention, in only one thing. It
didn't meet merely to satisfy the social instinct, but had definite purposes
and ideals. It is attempting to meet

these problems:
of intellectual at(1) Recognition
tainment as the dominant and unifying factor of college life.
(2) The achievement of more intimate relations and closer cooperation
between teachers and undergraduates.
(3) A reappraisal of a college's
claim to greatness in terms of it?
constitution to the intellectual, political, and economic development of
the United States.
Representatives of Faculties, and undergraduates fully discussed such vital
subjects as student government, athletics, fraternities, and curriculum.
The Student Federation is a new
It
thing and it is highly indicative.
shows clearly that college faculties are
crediting students with a little personal intelligence and that they are
descending from the throne of the
autocrat and are becoming a cooperative body with the students. It is a
healthful step and its popularity surely guarantees its maintenance and

growth.
AT KEN YON
The character of Kenyon its undergraduates, its small enrollment, and
its unit should be ideal for the operation of a successful student government. The new National Student
Federation has not onliy enthusiastically endorsed the system which has
obtained at Kenyon for many years,
but is, in itself, the system. The experiment, even at Kenyon is comparatively novel and must naturally
be open to criticism, but the spirit
coopof the thing student-facult- y
eration must not be forgotten.
Difficulties and problems have arisen

B.

went on
Recently the Collegian
lecord as regretting the passing of
Examinations, which,
.Matriculation
even though as many believe, were of
little significance, served as an admirable gesture in the absence of Entrance Examinations. Here is a point,
however, that may give satisfaction
to those serious minded enough to
want their college to be recognized as
having high standards.
A writer in Harper's Magazine for
May 1924, who has made a comprehensive study of college entrance requirements and college courses, presents a very convincing collection of
statistics to prove his contention that
literature and languages are neglected
by the men students in coeducational
He illuscolleges and universities.
trates this point from Kenyon, which
being a college for men only still maintains its literary standards, though in
a part of the country in which coeducation is dominant.
coeduca"Some of the
tional colleges," says this writer, "exact only four years of foreign languages as a combined entrance and
graduation requirement, and only one
course in English in College. On the
other hand, such a western college for
men as Kenyon exacts as a combined
entrance and graduation requirement
for the A. B. degree, ten years of for
eign language and a course in English
in each of the college years. An ex
amination of many college catalogues
actually reveals the fact that Kenyon
requires fifty percent more foreign
language and English for the degree
of Bachelor of Science than some coeducational colleges require for the
degree of Bachelor of Arts."
well-know-

n
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fed by JuanNella, a Cuban student.
The association has already sent telegrams to American political leaders
demanding the withdrawal of Am-

erican troops.
"Yankc' Imperial
"American interference" was vigorously opposed at a Mexican Student Federation meeting, Oaxaca,
proMexico. The meeting adopted a
imper"Yankee
the
renouncing
test
ialism which is actually invading
the sovereignty of Nicaragua and
puts in danger the sovereignty of
Latin American nations."
The students invoke the "spiritual
strength of Latin countries which
pre now threatened by the Ameri
can plutocrats, again putting in danger the safety of republics allied to
us." They declare it the sacred duty
of the youth of Mexico to face "the
bastard interests of Wall Street."
From Paris come messages to
President Coolidge and Charles G.
Dawes, protesting against the "landNicara-gua- n
ing of American marines in
territory in violation of the
most elementary principles of law."
The General Association of Latin
Students of Paris is author of the
ni"

i--

missive.

The Man Who Will Stay
thorough survey of the fraternity journals, in an endeavor to find
what type of freshman is being most
widely sought for by the various organizations, reveals the fact that the
football star, the moneyed youth, the
handsome chap, the "most popular in
high school" type, and all the traditional favorites are no longer In
the ascendancy. The new favorite
who is taking the place of the old is
The Man who will stay Four Years.
Garnet and White, of Alpha Chi
A

Kenyon Delegates Attend
Deke and Alpha Delt
Convention
Clayton Van Epps, '27, John Harding, '27. and John Converse, '29, attended the national convention of
Delta Kappa Ensilon, which was held
December 27, 2S. 29. in New York city,
where approximately 150 official delegates were the g tests of the Columbia,
Rutgers, and Rensselaer chapters.
Headq-artefor the convention
were at The Hotel Roosevelt, where
business meetings were held, and
speeches were given by Senators Albert Beveridge and Royal Copeland and
other prominent men. The delegates
will assemble next year in Detroit,
Mich., where the Michigan chapter will
be host.
rs

The

ninety-fift-

h

annual Convention

of Alpha Delta Phi was held in

Middle-town-

1926, and Janutieth and thirty-first- ,
ary first, 1927. Each of the twenty-sevechapters was represented and
the three days passed quickly in the
routine of business sessions, banquets,
and smokers.
Justice Harlan Fiske
Stone, of the United States Supreme
Court, a graduate of Amherst College
in the class' of lSl, was elected President of the fraternity for the year

n

1927.

The Helegates to the Convention
from the Kenyon chapter were Carl R.

Ganter. '99.
A. Wright,

W. L. dimming, '02, John
'27, and D. M. Smith, '28.

Future Larwill Lectures

We are fortunate in announcing two
very interesting lectures for the latter
part of February. The first will be a
discussion of Fascism by Professor
Gaetano Salvemini, on February 23.
The second lecture is on the subject,
Rho.
"Art in Printing" by Carl Purington
Rollins, on the evening of February 2S.
Professor Salvemini was an instrucTHE RUSSIAN SYMPHONIC
CHOIR COMING tor of modern history at the University
op- of Florence for many years. He was a
The Kenyon world will have an
portunity on March 21 to hear an or- Liberal before the Fascisti entered
ganization ordinarily quite beyond its Rome and continued to hold his Liberpofinancial means. The Russian Choir, a al views. His opposition to that
being
in
will
litical
faith
resulted
his
attraction,
dollar
twelve hundred
sing in Gambier on terms that we can brought to trial in the summer of 1925.
date between Cleve- Professor Salvemini, now in exile, is
meet, as a fill-iin this country to lecture on "Italy of
land and Columbus and as a concession
Today," expressing the opposition view
to the educational character of this
The price of a ticket has of Mussolini and the Fascisti.
community.
The other lecture has a wholly difbeen put at a low enough figure (one
dollar) to make possible the presence ferent tone. Mr. Rollins will discuss
extensively the great books from the
of any individual who enjoys perfect
Gutenhurg Bible to the present. This
choral and solo singing or desires to
should
be a very liberal education for
most
of
the
make the acquaintance
Russian music. The first part all those interested in the artistry of
books.
of the program is designed to carry
one into the heart of Russian religious
Mrs.
In no other way can one Dr.
worship.
better realize the difference between
our respective civilizations than by
listening to Lvovsky's. "Lord, Have
Mercy," or to the "Credo" of
During the last month, Cromwell
In the second part the Cottage, with Dr. and Mrs. Peirce as
Choir justifies its claim to be Sym- host and hostess, has been the center
phonic by giving "Andante con Moto" of two very interesting and enjoyable
from Beethoven's Fifth Symphony as military bridge parties. There were
well as classical Russian pieces. In the eight tables of students and faculty
third part the organization is at its members at each party. The parties
best in the singing of Russian and were exceedingly delightful, inasmuch
Chechoslovakian folk song for male as they bore the aspect of military
and female voices. Basile Kikalchick forces, representative
of different
has trained his twenty five musicians countries at war with each other,
to produce the most delicate pianissi-mo- s with the purpose of capturing the flag
and to attain remarkable volume of those particular nations at war.
in the crescendos. Reserve Monday
Immediately following the games,
evening, March 21, for the Russian the guests enjoyed a delightful supper
( hoir. or you will miss a rare opportun- and then returned to their respective
ity for enjoyment.
homes.
n

PROTEST
Lilt in

American Students

Are

Op-

posed to V. S. Marines in Nicaragua
By New Student
Organizations of student? in Brazil and Chile have protested against
the sending of United States marines
into Nicaragua to bolster up the Con
servative Diaz regime.
In

Santiago.

Chile, a public move-

ment was launched "against the attitude of violence adopted by the United States in Nicaragua." Labor unions appointed delegates to the committee in charge of the demonstration, and the Students Club has sent
a message to a convention of professors, asking them to join in the movement.
A students' organization of Buenos
Aires sent a telegram of congratulation to Senator Borah expressing
gratitude at his "defense of Nicaragua," and for showing the people
in the United States the "true situation."
In Mexico City, an association of
Central Americans to boycott American goods, until the marines are
withdrawn from Nicaragua, is being

,

Connecticut, on December thir-

in-eresti-

ng

and
Peirce
Entertain Students
and Faculty

Gret-chaninof-

f.
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Of INTEREST TO ALUMNI
New York City.
January Stli, 1927

Dear Mr. Williams:
I have no doubt the Alumni Council can accomplish much in securing
more general support for the Colleif they really make an eargian
nest, determined, persistent effort.
The Alumni should be made to
understand that it is their
less to support the Collegian, the College paper; and if the
Collegian should run behind in its
finances, there should be no hesitation on the part of its managers in
asking the subscriber each for the
amount of another subscription. I
have no doubt a prompt and generous response would follow such request. I may say at this point that
this very thing was done, at least
once, a great many years ago, and
it was done successfully.
I note with interest what you say
of the desirability of Alumni stories
for the Collegian, stories bearing on
the incidents of the old times. I have
no doubt every Alumnus could relate stories of happenings when at
college which would be interesting
if properly set
and
forth; "if properly set forth,"
there's the rub. Many of the Alumni,
like myself, are getting old. They
still feel able to work, and do work,
almost as hard as ever; but when
night comes, they must have their
rest. No more, as of old, are they abl-to spend one, two, three, or four
hours of the evening in literary work.
But you have stimulated my memory, and I am going to tell you not
for publication at the present time
of perhaps the funniest incident that
occurred during my experience in
College; even now, I am apt to laugh
whenever it recurs to me.
There was, and no doubt still Is,
miles
a small stone church a few
northeast of the College, known as
"The Quarry Church." It represents
an effort made in earlier times to
carry the gospel with its civilizing
influences to a people whom I once
heard Bishop Bedell characterize "as
densely ignorant as any people in the
State of Ohio."
His statement was even stronger
than I have made it, but I wish to
keep within bounds. He was entirely
right; they were at that time a
dreadfully benighted lot.
The services in the church, in my
time, were maintained by Bexley Hall
students and others associated with
the College, who felt the urge to do
something for these people. For a
time Professor Rust, who then occupied the Chair of Greek, had
charge of the services at the Quarry
Church.
He was assisted by Miss Annie
Putnam, still living in Gambier at a
great age, who had charge of the
Sunday-Schoo- l;
a young Bexley Hall
student by the name of Roosevelt,
who looked after the singing; and
by Miss Jennie Fearns, who manipuI usually went
lated the organ.
along, largely on the invitation of
Professor Rust, and sometimes taught
Proa class in the Sunday-Schoo- l.
fessor Rust confined his ministrations mainly to informal talks, to
reading the service, calling for
hymns, etc., etc.
The time of which I speak was late
Autumn. The organ was a wheezy,
asthmetic instrument at best, and,
on this particular occasion, its effi
ing
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unconquerable, his passion for
work irresistible, his accomplishment not sur
passed in the annals of invention, Thomas
Alva Edison has achieved far more than man
kind can ever appreciate. February eleventh is
the eightieth anniversary of his birth.
FAITH

Wherever electricity is used in homes, in business, in industry there are hearts that are
grateful, that humbly pay him homage.
con-scious-

ly

GENERAL ELECTRIC
ciency was still further impaired by
a family of red squirrels who in
some way, had gained access to the
church, and had used the organ for
a storing-plac- e
of a very considerable
quantity of acorns. Naturally when
Miss Fearns tried to operate it, she
had great difficult in making it go
at all. To add to the difficulty of the
situation, Professor Rust, who made
no claim to a musical education, selected about the most difficult hymn
in the book as the hymn to he sung
just before the reading of the service. Nevertheless, Mr. Roosevelt and
Miss Fearns courageously essayed
their part, and, after a number of
spasmodic efforts, a start was made.
But the organ had a disconcerting
way of stopping altogether now and
then. And so it happened, from one

cause or another, that poor Mr.
Roosevelt struck too high a key, and
unfortunately the key of the hymn
was, itself, exceptionally high. But
he went on, manfully struggling,
climbing higher and higher, until at
last his voice abruptly ended in an
irresistably funny squeak.
Those of us who were in the body
of the church, by ducking our heads
in the pews, and by other availabla
expedients, controlled somewhat our
feelings, and avoided disgrace. But
poor Professor Rust, what of him?
A man of large frame, on the rostrum, in full view of the audience,
what
behind a frail reading-descouhl he do to hide his emotions?
Nevertheless, immediately after
the collapse of the hymn, he began
reading the service. But it was mani
k,

festly a struggle. Pausing now and
then to get a firmer grip on his feelings, he progressed slowly and painfully to the most devout part of the
At this point, nature gave
service.
way, all restraint vanished, and Professor Rust threw back his head and
emitted a roar of laughter, as hearty,
hilarious, and unrestrained, as was
ever heard under any conditions, or
amid any surroundings. This was the
climax, the situation was relieved,
Professor Rust soon recovered his
composure, the services were resumed, and concluded with the utmost dignity and decorum
Yours very truly
GROVE

D.

CURTIS.

Grove D. Curtis, Esq., 1880, Past
Editor of Collegian, Beta Founder.
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of Kenyon, and now the sole survivor
of the class of 1865.

Quality Suits
For Young Men
Up-to-the--

Steve Broder, '26, who has been reporting for the Detroit News, Is now
recovering from an operation for cancer at the Mayo clinic.
Pat Mulvey, '26, will enter Georgetown University next semester where
he will study law.
Alfred Granger, a Kenyon matriculate in 1887 and a graduate with an
A. B. degree in 1907, who is connected
with the firm of Granger and Bollen-bachehas been elected president of
the Architect's Club of Chicago.
Howard Mann, a well known Kenyon
graduate, particularly because he is
the author of the "Thrill," is the sport
editor of the Chicago Evening Post.
His work is bringing very favorable
comment from all newspaper authori-
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HATS,

A. B., Kenyon,

has resigned as rector of Christ
church, the old "North Church," Boston, because of ill health. He has been
rector for twelve years. He has become rector emeritus.
Rev. Lane W. Barton, a Kenyon
Beta in the class of 1924, has accepted
a call as rector of Trinity Episcopal
He has been rector
church, Newark.
of St. Mark's church, Shelby, since his
graduation from Bexley seminary.

grey, brown, tan
and

nA'Eesuexx,

c-Coth-

SHOeS,

AKD STO'RTSWS'A

1887,

blue-gre- y.

$19.75
ALUMNI NOTES

DEVELOPED BY FINCHLEY FOR
COLLEGIAN USAGE FOR SPRING
WILL BE EXHIBITED BY A REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK

AT EVANS & JACOBS

Monday and Tuesday
Continued from Page Five
February 7th and 8th
The Rev. Benson Heale Harvey,
The friends of Attorney John
has the distinction of having spok'22 of Akron are pleased to learn
en the first words ever broadcast from
BOB STOKES, Representative
is the proud possessor of an
a Church in the Philippine Islands. The that he
boy.
baby
pound
eight
occasion was the annual Armistice Day
SUITS
Johnny Is at the present time pracservice of the Cathedral of St. Mary
a
also
is
Canton,
law
in
ticing
and
FORTY-FIV- E
DOLLARS
and St. John, which was, this year,
coach of football at Mt. Union.
held on Sunday, November 14th, in
AND MORE
connection with a cantata, Gaul's
TAILORED TO MEASURE
Amongst the recent visitors to the
"Holy City." Rev. Harvey is Canor.
THE
Missioner of the Cathedral and after Hill has been Mr. Schoichi Ohara, a
his ordination on St. Paul's Day is native of Japan. Mr. Ohara Is prom
planning to begin his travels over the
inent in business circles in Tokio and
entire archipelago searching for and
ministering to isolated Americans. is associated with Mr. Kawasaki in
He graduated from the Episcopal the insurance business. He stopped
Theological School, Cambridge, Mas- here for a few days to visit the Kasachusetts, having taken his B. A. wasaki boys. Mr. Ohara received
FIFTH AVENUE AT
STREET
from the University of Pittsburgh In most of his education in the United
States. He graduated from Leland
1923.
Stanford University and then took a
Rev. George Henry Smith, a grad- post graduate course at Tale. He is
uate from Kenyon college of the class in this country on a business trip. His liililliillilnliilitliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiliiiMltiliiliilllllilMllllillllllllllllilllliiliiluinllllMlii
of 1865, died December 5, 1926, in New business takes him all over the world.
Noon Luncheon
Britain, Conn., after a short Illness,
He has travelled extensively in Eng11 a. m. to 2 p. m.
of Bright's disease.
land, France, Germany, Italy, Greece,
His son, Paul C. Smith, writes con- Turkey, Egypt, and the United States.
cerning his father's death, "My father During his short stay in Gambler, he
died in New Britain, In the 82nd year entertained many of the men with narofhis life, from Bright's disease. Ho rations of his travels.
retired from active parish work in
1910, but gave up all work following
Major C. C. Childs, '09, was a mem
my mother's death in May, last year. ber of a committee from Ohio who
Dinner
in Kent, recently presented in person to PresMy father's last mission
5 p. m. to 8
Conn., I believe is worthy of special ident Coolidge in the White House the
11111,11,1!,
mention because he was in association first volume of The History of The IIIIlIllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIllllHHHIUIHIHIIIIIIIII,
IIIIIIIIIIillllllllMlllllllllllllllf
with Father F. M. Sill, O. H. C, when 37th Division relating the story of the
lllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliaiiail,!!,!!,!!,!,,!!,!!,!!,,,,,!,,!,,,,!,,!!,!,,!,,,,,!!,,,,,,
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IHIIIIII
Kent school was founded and this Ohio combat division in Camp Sherischool has become one of the leading dan, Ala., where the unit trained for
EVEN IF YOU DON'T EAT
preparatory schools in the country. overseas service.
"During the last years of my father's
C. Ramsey Findlater, '26, honored
1
At The Commons,
life he was writing a book of memoires the Hill with a short visit last week.
I
going back to the record of the family
COME IN AND SEE US
Married: A series of brilliant affairs
in England to about the year 1700 and
For Your
carrying the family record up to the led up to the beautiful wedding of
period within my memory, or to the George Emmett ("Bruff") Hamilton,
CIGARETTES
STATIONERY
TOILET GOODS
and Pauline Wemmer on Januyear 1900. All of the early writings of
I
his book include his years at Kenyon ary 15th, at Lima, Ohio. Miss WemTHE KENYON COMMONS SHOP
and the events connected with the mer is the second daughter of Mr. and
Among Mr. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiii
Civil War, that would doubtless be Mrs. Henry G. Wemmer.
i!5
iiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinijiiniii.......
more of interest to older Kenyon men. Hamilton's ushers were Philip Humii, iiiiiiiiiiiaii, ii, im
liliiiiiliiliiinliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliilitiiiiii,
It is my purpose to have this work mel, '23, of Gambier, resident Alumni
published as soon as the opportunity Secretary, and Arthur Hoffman,
J
presents itself arid at this time shall of Detroit. The groom is a member of
AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL
communcate with you."
the firm of Glenn, Webb & Hamilton, I
The Rev. Mr. Smith was a classmate general insurance brokers at Lima, but
First Class Hand Laundry Done. Buttons Sewed On, Socks Darned I
and Everything Mended At No Additional Charge.
of George Peet, of the University Club, at present is languidly honeymooning
alumnus at Miami, Florida.
New York city, a
jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniim
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Intra Mural Basketball

p.
p.
p.

Dempsey
lUuir
West Wing Wins Championship Keats Maire
Middle Kenyon
Van Epps

C.
G.
G.
G.

Putnam
Intra Mural Basketball, under the Johnson
able management o D. Q. Williams, Newhouse
Total
assistant to the Athletic Drector,
got oft to an early start this year.
Muskingum
Enthusiasm in this branch of activ- Bradbury
ity, which affords Athletic diversion Harrop
for such a large number of students, Taylor
seems to be growing year by year. Clark
This year, when the first series of Orr
Wilson
games was played on January 6th,
there was a fair sized crowd on hand
Totals
to witness the contest.
Kenyon
The standings in the two leagues Dempsey
and the results of the games are as Muir
follows:
Van Epps
Standings
Johnson
(iambicr League
Putnam
'Won Lost Pet. Newhouse
Team
West Wing

2
East Wing
South Leonard ... 0
0
South Hanna
Kenyon League
0
Middle Kenyon ... 3
1
Middle Leonard . . 2
2
North Leonard ... 0
0
2
North Hanna
Games to be played.
South Leonard vs. South Hanna.
North Leonard vs. North Hanna.

....

F.
F.
C.
G.
G.
C.

3

3

l

o

0

2
0
0
0

2
2
S

4
1

0

17

F.
F.
P.
C.
C.
G.
G.

3
5
2

0
1

4

15

F.
F.
C.
G.
G.
G.

Total

Basketball Team
Still Going Strong

Fl.

2

S

1000
.666
Total
.000 Mt. Union
.000 Myers
Orin
1000 Berkle
.666 Bromby
.000 Shafer
.000 Harvey

3

F.

4
5
3
0

2

--

Wins Seven Out
Games Played

Schoble Hats
K

j

See BOBMESERVE

j

MOCCASIN SHOES

0

0

3

4

10

0

0

0

15

11

42

iiiiiiMaiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiii

Of

Van

Epps

Putnam
Newhouse
Johnson
Total
Kent Normal
Curtiss
Vair
Sear
Deleone
Graber
Total

C.
G.
G.
G.

7

14

2

6

6
3

To Visit Painesville With Choir
March 12, Easter Trip Ar12
ranged For
8

2

5

0

0

30

66

F.
F.

2

5

2

5

C.
G.
G.

0

2

0

0

0

0

4
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Atwater
Kent
Radio

Kenyon 42 Ohio Crane

Co. 38.

.

F.
F.

Dobb

0 lowing the concert, there will be a
and
0
0 dance at Lake Erie College.
On the
4
4 following morning,
the choir will
2 6
10
sing at St. Peter's church, Ashtabula, and in the afternoon will re4 turn to Painesville to give Maunder's
0
For Spring
2
6 "Olivet to Calvary"
in St. James'
Xow Ready
3
19 church.
2
10
Besides this trip, inquiries are be1
3
1
ing made in Marion,
Akron, and
0
0
.Mount Vernon, and arrangements
S
42 are being completed for a trip durBetter Clothes Since '78
Fl. T. ing Easter vacation. A tentative
liiiimimiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
7
1
schedule has been worked out by
2
12 D.
Q. Williams, business manager
4
0
club, which will include Dayfor
the
3
3
1
Cincinnati, Lima,
3 ton, Springfield,
0
8 Toledo,
Cleveland,
Pittsburg, and
for
Akron. A special car will probably
7
37 be secured.
Frequent practices are whipping
1
9 an
excellent program into shape,
Just the thing for the Campus
4
14 and it is hoped
that enterprise will
8 be a success financially.
2
Room 8, East Division, Old Kenyon

7

Muir
Maire

iiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiit

0

Basketball Record to Date
Dec. 12, 1926

Page Seven

T. 12, for Painesville, where the glee
7 club
will give a program at Lake
7
Erie College that night under the
0
auspices of St. James church. Fol6

Nine Dec. 16, 1926 Kenyon 72 Ashland 26.
Jan. 4, 1927 Kenyon 33 Marion
Steam Shovel Co. 26.
1926-2season
basketball
The
started in a most impressive man- Jan. 5, 1927 Kenyon 35 Kent State
Normal 29.
ner. Seven victories were registered
before the team suffered its first de- Jan. 8, 1927 Kenyon 46 Marietta 27.
feat. Most of the games in this string Jan. 12, 1927 Kenyon 45 Otterbein
of triumphs were won by impressive
26.
scores and the hopes of the college
15, 1927 Kenyon 68 Kent State
Jan.
ran high for an Ohio Conference
Normal 12.
successive
However,
championship.
Muskingum
defeats at the hands of Muskingum Jan. 19, 1927 Kenyon 26
42.
and Mt. Union have practically dispelled these ambitions. Little can be Jan. 21, 1927 Kenyon 37 Mt. Union
41.
said regarding these setbacks. There
is no denying that the team was outGames to play
played in both contests. To account Jan. 29, 1927 Dayton at Dayton.
for this sudden change of pace is Feb. y2, 1927 3 p. m. Heidelberg at
"beyond the pale." In both contesls
Gambier.
two of the mainstays of the quintet XFeb. IS', 1927 Baldwin
Wallace at
were ejected from the game on per
Berea.
sonal fouls and the reserve material Feb. 19, 1927 Akron at Akron.
did not seem to be equal to the oc- Feb. 23, 1927 Ohio Northern at Gamcasion. The spirit displayed at the
bier.
Muskingum game was the best that Feb. 2S, 1927 Muskingum at New
some
has been shown on the Hill for
Concord.
years and it is to be hoped that, even
March 1, 1927 Marietta at Marthough we have suffered two defeats,
ietta.
this spirit will not die out.
March 5, 1927 Otterbein at Wester-villeThe lineups for the last three
games are given:
March 12, 1927 Wooster at Wooster.
Kenyon
F. Fl. T.
13
Dempsey
F. 6
Glee Club Plans Trip
8
Walling
F. 4
Kenyon

COLLEGIAN

Is
1

now preferred in more than

,000,000

homes.

You sweep the air with one
dial as a seachlight sweeps

the

sky.
THOS. A. WILSON

on
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JENKINS' GENERAL STORE

I
Several practices a week are being
held for the recently organized KenThe Big Store In The Little Town
I
yon Glee Club in preparation
for
trip which
the Painesville-Ashtabul- a
I
KENYON MEN
is planned for March 12 and 13. Under the direction of Howard Rusk,
WE WANT YOUR PATRONAGE
the club is learning many college
songs and specialty numbers.
1
Gambier, Ohio
The choir and glee club together
will leave Saturday morning, March Tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1ll1llllll!i:il!IIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMlillllllllllllllllllll(l
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FROM A TRAVELLERS
SKETCHBOOK

CAMP SOKOKIS

Continued from Page Two

Oil

J.

-

MAINE

LONG LAKE, BRIDGTON,
12th SEASON

-

among the pines, past cascades and
over an eighty foot snow slide which
Boating. Bathing and Fishing are dehad apropos of nothing invaded the
popular sports.
servedly
valley shortly before.
For travelers
Motor Boat trips make a
Canoe
and
big and little to see a "big freeze"
delightful change in the camp program.
"as is," I recommend les Bossons.
Spooking in the nether world with Send for illustrated booklet.
LEWIS CALEB WILLIAMS
one's family is not without its thrills.
171 West 12 St., New York City
One day we followed the shades of an-

tiquity through that chronically dyspeptic country near Naples made
famous by Virgil. Lake Avernus the
reputed entrance to Hades made little
helps one appreciate the
impression upon us and we missed the travels. It
Europe has to offer and
that
best
River Styx although that subterrandiscriminating purean stream was reported to be near prompts a more
trophies.
European
of
chase
and yielded us one of Medusa's eyes
through the courtesy of a guide to
serve as charm against the evil eye. New Books Added to
But the day was not done, when a stalLibrary in November
wart,
fellow offered to conand December
duct us through Hell, Purgatory, and
Heaven for ten liras things began to
New books added to the library in
look up, and when we turned off the
main line of cave and began abruptly November and December: Durant, W.
to descend a narrow passage, it began J., The Story of Philosophy.
Dessoir,
to seem spooky. But the big moment Max, Outline of the History of Psycholcame when the guide disappeared in
ogy, 1912. Fosdick, Harry Emerson,
the blackness splashing through water
up to his knees with my wife on his Twelve Tests of Character. Papini,
Einerton,
back. I was somewhat reassured when Giovanni. Life of Christ.
o
he returned and carried off my chil- Ephrjim, The Defensor Pacis of
dren. When the happy family reasof Padua. Cadbury, Edward, Exsembled in the cavernous rendezvous,
periments in Industrial Organization
it proved to be the promised Hell in
reality the dwelling place of one of Davis, J. J., The Iron Puddled.
T. H., Food Production in War.
the Roman sibyls, with cryptic symbols on the mosaic pavement and walls Evans, L. B Leading Cases on Internaand a shaft leading up to the top of tional Law. Jameson, J. E., The Amerithe hill through which her utterances can
Revolution considered as a Social
ascended to the anxious questioner. Movement. Macirone,
Teresa, Practi-'- !
portages
More
and Heaven at last. The
cal French Phonetics. Conway, R. S.,'
inspirational character of the place The Making
of Latin. Whetham, Wilseems to have been highly prized beliam Cecil Dampier, The Recent Decause the Roman emperors thought it
worth while to connect their villas in velopment of Physical Science.
Erik, Die Geschichte
der
Baiae with it by a subterranean pasBiologie. Leuzinger, H., Zur Kenntnis-d- e
sage nearly two miles in length.
Anatomie und Entwicklungfigese-- .
It was in pursuit of the spirits of
prehistoric men that we invaded the hichte der Stabheuschrecke Garausius
Gouffre of Padirac in central France. Morosus. Key, Pierre, Enrico CarusoJ
The country thereabouts is honey- Skinner, Otis, Footlights and. SpotRevell, Alexander Hamilton.
combed with caves, underground riv lights.
abysses Pro and Con of Golf. Wharton, Edith,
ers, and gigantic cistern-likcalled goufres. At the bottom of the Old New York. Wiggin. Kate Douglas,
Gouffre of Padirac two hundred and My Garden of Memory. Dreiser, Theofifty feet beneath the earth's surface dore, Sister Carrie. Grahame, Gordon
we found the evidences of a prehistoric Hill, The Bond Triumphant. Osgood, C.

!

GEO. F. OWENS

Jeweler and Optometrist
Corona Typewriters

South Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio
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and Supplies
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bare-legge- d

We Cordially Invite You To Inspect Our Extensive Line Of Original And Artistic Novelties.
BOOK ENDS

STICKS

CANDLE

ART OBJECTS

ASH TRAYS

NOVELTIES

THE BOOK and ART SHOP

Mar-sigli-

Mid-dleto- n,

pre-histor-

ic

G. ,

l C

sketchbook for material
example on the history of mosaics,
painted glass, architecture, Breton
folk, antique hunting and book collecting. Travel is a fascinating game and
if you want to play it most enjoyably,
study history, politics, and art, before
you undertake it. "Knowledge is power," but never more than when one

dies- -

lit

G.,

South America.

In-

Erancis

.

Blake,
Hostess

Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Kodaks
ALL, EN'S DRUG STORE
8

FOl'NTAIX PENS

South Main Street
STATIONERY
TOILET ARTICLES
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ED WUCHNER

TAILOR
I

-

"rs-

South Main Street

s.

Car-

--

i

Page and Shaw Candies.

Liv-

Java and the East

.

AMERICAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
Hats Cleaned and Blocked
Shoes Shined and Dyed
13

ingstone, R. W., The Legacy of Greece.
Bryce, James, Memories of Travel.
Parker, Mrs. C, Ports and Happy
Places. Davis, W. S., Life on a Mediaeval Barony. Allen, H. T., My Rhineland
Journal. Dehn, Mae Lill, The Real
Tsaritsa. Longstreth, T. M., The
White, Wm. Allen, Woodrow
Wilson, The Man, His Times, and His
and Commercial

() South Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio

I

7i.

opher. The Trefoil.
Benson, E. F.
Mother. Forster, Edward Morgan, A
Passage to India. Mackenzie, Compton,
The Parson's Progress. Walpole, Hugh,
The Old Ladies.
Lagerlof,
Selma,
Marbacka.
St. Cyres, Stafford Harry
Northcote, Pascal. Cooper, Lane, The

Task. Peck, Annie Smith, Industrial

The Kokosing
Lunch Shop

Shop

ute

East Ganrbier Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio

The Classical Mythology of Milton's

material for penter, F.

Up-To-The-Mih-

33

d,

Laur-entian-

j

The

English Poems. Benson, Arthur Christ-

Greek Genius and Its Influence.

Gift Shop

.

e

camp but that was only the beginning.
Descending another hundred feet we
reached an underground river which
was the only way that early hunters
had of reaching the outside world. Following this stream we came upon boats
and boatmen who conducted us through
three small lakes with stalactites and
stalagmites nearly meeting each other
along their shores until we reached a
lofty cavern three hundred feet in
height. Beyond, the river disapeared
with a rush beneath the low arch of the
cave. "Did you ever go beyond this
point?" said I to the guide thinking of
man.
the difficulties of my
"Once," he said, "and never again,"
and we began to retrace our way to
the entrance a good half mile away.
My allotted space is used up without drawing upon many pages of our

i

.

Nor-denskiol-

The Kokosing

CLEANING

PRESSING

REPAIRING
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v. .1";
C
,
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Revelry, S. H. Adams; My Mortal
Enemy, Willa Cather; Galahad,
Ways of Escape, Forrest; Sorrel and Son, Deeping; Crewe Train,
Rose Macaulay; Nigger Heaven, Van I
Vechten; World of William Clissold,
H. G. Wells.
;

Er-skin-

e;

Compliments of
MT. VERNON RESTAURANT
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STRAWS
Three Rahs for Scholarship
One-APlaylet for Dramatic
Clubs)
By New Student
The national council of Delta Kappa Epsilon, better known as "Deke"
intends to stimulate a little interest,
if possible, in the good old academic
idea of studying among the several
thousand members of the fraternity,
now in annual convention in New
York.
The stimulation will take the form
of a silver loving cup a nice, big,
handsome silver loving cup, just like
the silver loving cups that are awarded to football teams, high jumpers,
basketball quintets, champion bowlers and other university stars. Only
this silver cup will be for scholarship. It will go to the one of the frachapters which
ternity's forty-fou- r
makes the highest scholastic record
during the coming year. James Anderson Hawes, general fraternity
secretary, said today:
"This is the first year in the frayears of existternity's eighty-tw- o
ence that such a cup has been offered for such a purpose." From the
Evening Post, New York.
(A

20 Per Cent FLUNK
20
of students were dropped
last year because of poor scholar
ship. N. Y. U. had the highest mortality with 30
Yale the lowest
with

12.

Misdirected effort is responsible
for this condition.
Overcome it!
Don't waste so many hours taking
notes in longhand. Use the A. B. C.
shorthand system, based on Prof. E.
L. Thorndike's Foundation Vocabulary.
Easy to learn, written with A. B.
C's. not a strange symbol, mastered
in about one week enables you to
take notes 3 times as fast a great
asset for scholastic success. Practical
in journalism, business, court notes,
sermons, lectures, research, etc.
Don't waste precious time. Send
Only
for a complete course
?2.00.
TO-DA-

A. B. C. Shorthand

152

AVest 42iitl

Y!

System

St., X. Y.

FREE DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET
on REQUEST

S

Stay Snug
at the Ankle!
If you wear them long
enough, you may wear

them out. But their

neatness at the ankle
without gapping or slipping will still endure.

Th"s.

NlM-Bus-

h

ankle-fashion- ed

oxfords perpetuate your pride in their
style, their fit and their
comfort which won you
to them in the first place.
Come

and

See the New Styles.

FISH, LYBARGER & CO.
Footwear Hosiery
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Nuim-Bus-

h

ct

Act

SnairSqUQaliBltrG&gKa

1

"Deke" fraternity house, Purina University, Kansas.
X Well, whatya going out for this
year, anyway!
Oh, I don't know, the best high
Y
jumper is getting a swell loving
cup with gracefully proportioned
handles. Maybe I'll jump. What
you trying for?
X I may go out for basketball.
Have you seen the cup they're
giving this year? It's the cats.
Z
But you should see the cup for
the best forward passer. I'm going out for forward passing.
Enter K, highly excited.
K Fellows, have you seen the Purina Paradox? It says the National Council is giving a nice
big, handsome, silver loving cup
to the "Deke" chapter making
the highest grades during the
coming year.
Something the fraAll Oh, goody.
ternity has never done before in
its 82 years of existence.
X Let's start working for it right
this minute.
Y
Where's my Calculus book?
I must rush off to prepare my
Z
philosophy lesson for the day
after tomorrow.
K Before you go, fellows, let's give
three big rahs for Scholarship.
Are you with me, fellows?
(With considerable enthusiasm)
All
Rah, Rah, Rah, SCHOLARSHIP!
(Curtain)
Band strikes up alma mater. Audience rises. This story should be
followed by a locomotive for the
team and a snappy talk by a few
prominent campus men.
Scene

What ideas
What designs
What Colors
And now
Braehurn is one large
reason why this is the
husy spot at

Mt. Vernon

WORLEYS'
LOREY'S

DRUG STORE
115 South Main

Street

Mount Vernon,

Ohio

We venture to suggest that, when
the New York Chamber of Commerce
decides to advertise its town, its
slogan will be, "Breathe the breath
of a thousand lands!"
DRUGS

College Views
Gambier,

Ohio

TAILOR
Corner Main and Gambier, Upstairs

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Alteration and Remodeling of
TOILET ARTICLES

A. G. SCOTT
Groceries
Dry Goods
General Merchandise

H. L. WAGNER

Men 's Clothes

JACK AND FRED
CIGARS

TOBACCOS

CIGARETTES

GARAGE
ROAD SERVICE

NASH
Leads the
World in
Motor Car
Value
18 Body Designs

$885.00

KENYON COLLEGIAN

THE

Page Ten

$2,090.00

J. E. WARD
&SON
306 South Main Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Special Assembly Meeting

Save With

A special meeting of the Assembly
was called Tuesday evening, January
11. The purpose o this meeting was
to consider the change in the midyear
examination schedule and the other
was the resignation of Professor Walters of the Economics Department.
A suggestion was made by the Reg
istrar of the College to shift examinations from their usual time, which
began in the middle of the week and
continued through the first day of the
next, to be followed by a three day
vacation and the reopening of College
on Friday of that week, so that they
would extend until Wednesday of that
final week, and school would reopen on
the following Monday. Before presenting the matter to the Faculty, it
was p'"t before the Senior Council,
who, after a hurried meeting, gave the
plan its aprovnl.
It was put into effect by the Faculty, but a later consideration by the Students showed
that the new situation was not suitable
for the initiations which the Fraternities are accustomed to hold at that
time. An attempt to straighten matters only resulted in confusion, and
the abolishment of the vacation by
moving forward the day of reopening
to Friday. In the assembly meeting,
the matter was put before the Student
Body as a whole, and it was voted to
petition the Faculty to change back to
This petition was
the old system.
granted at the next Faculty meeting,
and affairs stand as they were before.

Safety

THE BARBER

Pool Room In Rear

February
Birthday
Sale

Paris
London- - Rome Venice?
To the Italian Mill Towns or Lakes?
Down the K hine ? To Switzerland ?

To Scandinavia ? To Hclhind ?
Motoring in England and Scotland?

visits all these places
Moderate in cost. Operated by a
company of established reputation
FouiutO LK92)
Gates Student Tours are ideal for
young peop'e who want to travel
et very economically.
For booklets & t
.5485 to $1265)
afen.-eaL.i-

y

GATES

TOURS-22- 5

Tilth Ave.,N.Y.

R. J. KUTLER

U.S. PAT. OFF

KEXYOX
COMMOXS
SHOP

$7
iiverv's.5hoes

Heckler
Pharmacy

INCORPORATED
UO. U.S.PAT. OFF.
Stores in New York, Brooklyn, Newark
and Philadelphia
Address for Mail
Orders, iji Hudson A, New York City
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W. B BROWN

JEWELER
102

Mount Vernon, Ohio

South Main Street

Continued from Page One
enough to circle the world three times
in ten minutes and returned to the
base at Spitzbergen. Thus ended the
first successful attempt to reach the

CORNELL and GREGORY
JEWELERS

an

It is interesting to note that we have
in Dr. Coulson of the Physics Department a man with considerable knowledge of the work that has been done
in the Polar expeditions of the past.
Dr. Coulson worked in conjunction
with Professor Fischer in disproving
Dr. Cook's claims to the discovery of
the North Pole. The latter's data was
questionable, and in an examination of
his instruments by these two men, it
was proved that his statement was entirely unwarranted and false.

13

West Hirh Street

Mount Vernon, Ohio
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Study Lamps

FOR

Lamp Shades

ANYTHING ELECTRICAL
SEE
fiEO. KXECHT,

Jr.

Room 57

Ilanna Hall

Appliances
Radio
In the MacMillan expedition of a few
years ago. Dr. Coulson aided materially
a. Iii!aiiliaiiliiliili;l;:a!:i,:l;!ai!i;iii;a:!ai:ini.iilai
MIIiliai;li:a:.I..I
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in constructing and perfecting many
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of the magnetometers used.
were of three kinds: suspension, pivot,
and
He explained that
I
the use of such delicate instruments
required the men's hands to be heavily
gloved.
B'

EUROPE
Where do you vant to go?

REG.

PERMAXEXT
DISPLAY AT

i

North Pole by air.
Many enjoyed noting that, as the
publicity stated, it was an
feat, the only blemish was the name
Fokker on the airship.

CLIFF HORTON

INCORPORATED

at the

BEXXETT LECTURES

All-Americ-

nvei.s .Shoes
$9

liquid-floate-
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REPEA T ORDERS

d.

Given Prompt Attention

MARK HANNA
'

(V. ('.

Taxi Service

TINKEY'S STUDIO

Col will)

and Dravage

PHONE 145
BARBER SHOP
W. H. STUMP
In rear of American Beauty
Shoppe. Guaranteed Satisfaction.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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We Rely On Low Prices To Win
On Quality To Retain It.
Phone

Trade

I

PITKIN'S PROVISION STORE
S. Main Street. Mt, Vernon. Ohio
i,i ,,,,,
114-11- 5
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